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Abstract

Recent progress in video style transfer has shown

promising results which contain less flickering effects. How-

ever, existing algorithms mainly trade off generality for effi-

ciency, i.e., constructing one network per style example, and

often work for short video clips only. In this work, we pro-

pose a video multi-style transfer (VMST) framework which

enables fast and multi-style video transfer within one sin-

gle network. Specifically, we design a multi-instance nor-

malization block (MIN-Block) to learn different style exam-

ples and two ConvLSTM modules to encourage the temporal

consistency. The proposed algorithm is demonstrated to be

able to generate temporally-consistent video transfer results

in different styles while keeping each stylized frame visually

pleasing. Extensive experimental results show that the pro-

posed method performs favorably against single-style mod-

els and some post-processing techniques that alleviate the

flickering issue. We achieve as many as 120 stylization ef-

fects in a single model and show results on long-term videos

that consist of thousands of frames.

1. Introduction

Video artistic style transfer aims to transfer the style of a

reference image onto another input content video. For ex-

ample, one can make the real video look like it is recorded

under a fantasy world. So far, existing techniques of video

style transfer are mainly limited in the number of styles

to select. Those methods [14, 26, 2] only support single-

style transfer without providing other style choices. In other

words, users need to spend extra time to retrain model pa-

rameters when they want to acquire a new stylization effect.

Other algorithms related with multi-style transfer [6, 10] or

arbitrary style transfer [36, 22] only work for still images.

When applied to videos in a frame-by-frame manner, they

generate results with severe flickering effects which lack the

temporal consistency.

In this work, we introduce a video multi-style trans-

fer approach, which can handle multiple stylization effects

while generating coherent video results. We extend image

single style transfer to video multi-style transfer with the as-

sistance of instance normalization. The instance normaliza-

tion layer has demonstrated its power in artistic style trans-

fer. In our approach, we improve the one-to-one instance

normalization layer with one-to-many instance normaliza-

tion layer. The one-to-many instance normalization layer

can take a single layer feature as input and then produce

multiple features to represent different style examples.

In addition to learning different styles, another chal-

lenge is to produce temporally consistent results. Previous

works [26, 5, 2] mainly take advantage of optical flow to

constrain neural network to produce coherent video results.

However, we observe that by simply adding this flow-based

regularization into our multi-style framework, it makes the

network training harder when learning multiple styles at the

same time, which is unable to generate temporally coherent

stylization results. Therefore, we propose to learn a recur-

rent network with a convolutional long short term memory

(ConvLSTM) [30] layer to keep the output videos tempo-

rally stable. We minimize a short-term and a long-term

temporal loss between output frames and utilize perceptual

loss from the pre-trained VGG [31] network to encourage

the stylization effect on output frames. We demonstrate that

the proposed method can be applied to videos with arbitrary

lengths without computing the optical flow during inference

time.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as

follows:

• We utilize a multi-instance normalization block to

learn 120 different style examples in one network.

• We embed two ConvLSTM modules to encourage the

short- and long-term temporal consistency.

• We demonstrate that the proposed method performs fa-

vorably against existing models and especially show

results on long-term videos.

2. Related Work

Artistic Image Style Transfer. The goal of image artis-

tic transfer is to simulate the style of the reference image

while maintaining the content of the source image. The

seminal work by Gatys et al. [12, 11] demonstrated im-

pressive visual styles by matching global feature statistics
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in convolutional layers of VGG [31]. It is based on a slow

optimization process that iteratively updates the image to

minimize a content loss and a style loss computed by a loss

network, which takes minutes to coverage even with mod-

ern GPUs. Several improvements have been made after that.

The approach in [33] trains generative feed-forward models

with complex and expressive loss functions to accelerate the

speed of style transfer. Johnson et al. [17] proposed per-

ceptual loss to achieve real-time artistic single style transfer

models.

The work in [10] introduced the idea of conditional in-

stance normalization. Ulyanov et al. [33] simply apply the

instance normalization to transfer stylized effect to content

images. Li et al. [21] design multi-style transfer model by

the use of instance normalization. Huang and Belongie [36]

utilize adaptive instance normalization to transfer arbitrary

style with feed-forward networks to improve the efficiency.

Our proposed approach inherits the instance normalization

to achieve multi-style transfer effect. Li et al. [22] fur-

ther change the gram statistics of intermediate feature to

achieve stylized result by the aid of encoder-decoder struc-

ture and Lu et al. [24] preserve more content information

to achieve visually pleasing results compared with [22].

The work of [7] proposed style swap to transfer arbitrary

style to a specified content image. Sheng et al. [29] incor-

porates [22, 36, 7] to generate high-quality stylized images.

The algorithm in [13] is an interesting technique to shuf-

fle deep features of style image for arbitrary style transfer.

However, when applying those methods to each frame of

the input video, they generate temporally inconsistent re-

sults with obvious flickering effects.

Video Style Transfer. Generating a stylized video can be

regarded as a conditional video generation problem [32]

where one of the key tasks is to guarantee the temporal co-

herency in results. There are several approaches [28, 27]

that make efforts to improve the temporal stability of CNN-

based image style transfer. The work of [14, 26, 2] train

feed-forward networks by jointly minimizing content, style

and temporal warping losses. These methods, however, are

limited to building one network for one specific style ex-

ample. Chen et al. [5] need to make use of flow and mask

networks to blend the intermediate features of the stylized

network during inference stage. Although it extends sin-

gle video style transfer into video multi-style transfer, it

depends on the performance of flow network and can not

achieve real-time efficiency.

Post-processing for temporal consistency. Recently, sev-

eral post-processing methods have been proposed to im-

prove temporal consistency for generated videos. Dong et

al. [8] use optical flow to keep the coherence of output

video. Bao et al. [3] propose a motion estimation and com-

pensation driven neural network to enhance the video sta-

Table 1. Differences between our approach and other example-

based video stylization methods.

method Style

Number

Post

Processing

Require
Optical Flow

(at test time)

[2] 1 × ×
[14] 1 × ×
[5] 32 × X

[19] ∞ X ×
Ours 120 × ×

bility. Lai et al. [19] take the stylized output and content

as input to maintain the temporal consistency of stylized re-

sult. However, these post-processing methods rely on the

generated results and cannot process the video with severe

flickering well.

To summarize, we compare current different video style

transfer methods with ours in Table 1. Our method out-

performs the approach of [5] in real-time, memory require-

ments and the number of style selections. In comparison

with the work in [19], our algorithm is not a post-processing

technique to solve the flickering artifacts generated by other

algorithms.

Video-to-Video translation. While we mainly focus on

example-based video stylization methods, there is another

line of research on domain-based video translation [34]

which also aims at altering the style of a video (e.g., game

videos to real videos). This builds upon the previous image-

to-image translation work [16, 38, 35, 15, 18, 20, 39] and in-

troduces flow-based temporal constraints to generate stable

translation results. However, they require a training dataset

of style images in the same domain and we target on trans-

lating the style of one specific style example.

3. Proposed Method

Figure 1 shows our proposed recurrent network architec-

ture, which consists of several modules: encoder-decoder,

multi-instance normalization block and ConvLSTM. Our

model takes each frame and a certain kind of style speci-

fied by users as inputs, and then produces temporally con-

sistent stylized output. We use a basic encoder-decoder ar-

chitecture with a few residual blocks embedded in the mid-

dle. Compared with the heavy VGG-like autoencoder used

in [22, 36], our network is more light-weighted on the mem-

ory usage and flops, and thus our approach achieves the

real-time speed during the inference.

3.1. MultiLayer Instance Normalization

In the existing single style video transfer framework,

users have to retrain a new neural network for each newly

added style. This process requires much more computation

resources and time. For instance, in the work of [2], it needs
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Figure 1. Overview of our framework. We embed two ConvLSTM

modules into the encoder-decoder as our recurrent network. This

network takes It and previous hidden state as input and generate

output frame Ot. The output frame Ot keeps the temporal con-

sistency with the previous output frame Ot−1. The ConvLSTM

stores the current hidden state to predict the Ot+1 in the next step.

We optimize the entire network with the perceptual loss, long-term

temporal loss, short-term temporal loss and total variation loss.

at least 8 epoch to converge on COCO [23] dataset and 4

epoch computation time on Sintel [4] dataset. To solve this

issue and enable the network to learn multiple styles, we

use the instance normalization layer with multiple sets of

parameters {γi, βi}, as shown in Figure 2. Each style is

associated with a certain {γi, βi} pair and selected by the

index. Similar to [10], each learned parameter pair {γi, βi}
in the instance normalization layer can be regarded as the

embedding of a specific style. Hence, the index naturally

represents a kind of style for users to control. By control-

ling stylization efffect with the parameters of instance nor-

malization and sharing convolutional parameters with vari-

ous style transfer network, we significantly save the mem-

ory and computation time for each style.

3.2. Recurrent Network

To fully take advantage of temporal information, we em-

bed a recurrent module in our encoder-decoder network to

generate output frames in a sequential fashion. The idea

of recurrent network mainly combines all previous frames

information and current frame information to infer current

output.

To exploit the spatiotemporal information in videos, two

ConvLSTM modules are inserted into the encoder-decoder

network. The ConvLSTM module, commonly used in spa-

tiotemporal sequence forecasting problem, is capable of

compressing the whole previous input sequence into a hid-

den state tensor and then unfolds this hidden state to fore-

cast the current state. We can easily utilize the ConvLSTM

to compute the hidden state to represent spatiotemporal in-

formation of the current whole input content frames. Fur-

thermore, the ConvLSTM module can extract the spatial-

temporal information of video clips better with the help of

temporal-related loss function. In addition, a more detailed
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Figure 2. Architecture of the recurrent network. One ConvLSTM

is embedded after the three MIN-Block(downsample) modules.

After five residual blocks, we plug another ConvLSTM before

three MIN-Block(upsample) modules. Illustration of MIN-Block:

We insert a multi-IN layer after convolutional layer to transfer fea-

ture into a new stylized feature space. For the inference, users can

specify the value of index to realize multi-style transfer.

discussion about the location and number of ConvLSTM

modules is presented in Section 4.4.4.

3.3. Loss Function

Our algorithm aims to solve the temporal flickering prob-

lem in stylized frames while preserving the stylization ef-

fect. Hence, we train our network with the following three

losses.

Perceptual loss. We compute the gram loss between Ot and

style image S and L2 loss between Ot and content frame C

from a pretrained VGG [31] classification network, which

is widely used in style transfer work to preserve the main

structure in the content frame and capture the style statistics

in the style image at the same time. The perceptual loss is

defined as:

Lp =
∑

n∈lc

‖φn(Ot)− φn(C)‖
2

2
+

λ
∑

n∈ls

‖Gram(φn(Ot))−Gram(φn(S))‖
2

2
,

(1)

where we compute L2 loss on layers in lc including relu2 1

layer and compute gram loss on layers in ls including

relu1 1, relu2 1, relu3 1, relu4 1 layer. φn(x) represents

that the output of the layer n of VGG16 and Gram(X)
equals XXT . λ is the parameter to balance two losses

which is set as 105 here.

Short-term temporal loss. In our algorithm, the short-term
temporal loss is defined as the warping error between two
consecutive frames. The formulation is as follows:

Lshort =

T∑

t=2

Mt→t−1 ‖Warp(Ot, Ft→t−1)−Ot−1‖1 , (2)

Mt→t−1 = exp(−α ‖It −Warp(It−1, Ft→t−1)‖), (3)
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where Ot is the t-th frame result which represents the

mutual visibility area of two frames. We use pretrained

FlowNetS [9] to calculate the optical flow Ft→t−1 during

training process. In our experiment, we set α as 50 and use

bilinear grid sample to warp frames.

Long-term temporal loss. Chen et al. [5] has shown that

short-term temporal loss cannot guarantee the long-term co-

herence. To apply long-term temporal loss is an efficient

way to keep the stability of video with many frames. Sim-

ilar with the work of [5], we simply formulate long-term

temporal loss as the warping error between two frames with

long intervals. In our experiment, we calculate the temporal

loss between the first frame and the tth frame to maintain

the long-term consistency:

Llong =

T∑

t=2

Mt→1 ‖Warp(Ot, Ft→1)−O1‖1 , (4)

where T is set as 10 in our experiments.

Total variation loss. In addition, we also use the total vari-

ation regularizer to encourage the spatial smoothness of out-

put. The total variation is defined as:

Ltv =

T∑

t=1

1

HWC
‖Ot(x, y)−Ot(x− 1, y)‖

2
+

1

HWC
‖Ot(x, y − 1)−Ot(x, y)‖2 ,

(5)

Overall, the network is trained to minimize the weighted

sum of all previous mentioned losses:

L = λpLp + λsLshort + λlLlong + λtvLtv, (6)

where λp, λs, λl and λtv are set as 1, 100, 100, 0.001 re-

spectively.

3.4. Progressive Network Training

We find that it is difficult to directly optimize the over-

all loss in (6), especially when learning multiple styles to-

gether. To effectively train our network, we adopt a two-

stage progressive training strategy. First, we train the net-

work without the temporal loss. This enables the network to

first focus on learning style transferring. Unlike the case of

learning one single style, multi-style learning in one net-

work is much harder where the unique style information

needs to be gradually distilled in different instance normal-

ization layer so that we can select the desired style by using

different normalization parameters. Then, we fine-tune the

network with the temporal loss. The newly added short-

term and long-term temporal constraints will encourage to

generate stable transferred results in consecutive frames.

Implementation experimental details are presented in Sec-

tion 4.1.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Implementation Details

First, we train a multi-style image transfer network with-

out temporal loss. We use 80,000 images from COCO

dataset [23] as the content images. Given a set of target

style images, we train our multi-style transfer network with

a batch of 16 content images for 40 epochs. Adam [25] op-

timizer is used with learning rate 0.001. To avoid the over-

fitting problem, the weight decay is set as 0.0005. Note that

our ConvLSTM modules are not optimized in this stage be-

cause we hope the encoder-decoder module can preserve the

high level abstract content information of image when intro-

ducing stylized effect well instead of focusing on the tem-

poral information. The parameters of optimized encoder-

decoder are used as as our pretrained parameters for video

style transfer.

Second, we use collected videos by [19] from [1] as our

video training dataset. In addition, the test dataset in Sin-

tel [4] is used in our user study experiment as well. During

the training stage, all video frames are resized to 256×256,

and we use the same style image dataset in the first stage.

Parameters of the entire model are not frozen to prevent the

under-fitting of model and exploit the model representation

capability. We train our multi-style video transfer network

with batch size 4 for 40 epochs. The input includes 10 video

frames and 1 style image. We utilize the Adam [25] opti-

mizer with the learning rate 1e-4. The long temporal weight

and short temporal weight is set as 100. The content weight,

style weight and total variation weight are kept consistent

with the first stage. Training a video multi-style transfer

network takes about 2 days with two NVIDIA Tesla M40

GPUs. All the source code and trained models will be made

available to the public.

4.2. Qualitative Results

The results of different style transfer methods are shown

in Figure 3. Compared with the single-style transfer meth-

ods, our approach can generate coherent video by introduc-

ing less color chunks and display more fine-grained style

information such as texture. Combination of [37] and opti-

cal flow generates output with grey effect when transferring

the style of a image with bright color. Our approach gen-

erates more visually-pleasing stylization result. In the 4th

column of Figure 3, the work of [19] cannot resolve the se-

rious flickering issue. But from close-ups in Figure 3 our

recurrent network can efficiently enforce the temporal con-

sistency. Moreover, we can use the combination of different

parameters of IN to generate a new stylized video which is

not seen during training process. Our recurrent model can

preserve the temporal smoothness even in the unseen styl-

ization effect. Figure 4 shows the combination of three dif-

ferent stylization effects. Furthermore, our method is also
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Two consecutive frames Gupta et al. [2] Zhang et al. [37] Lai et al. [19] Ours
Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of different video stylization methods. Close-up regions in consecutive stylized frames are shown to

demonstrate the better temporal coherency by our approach.

able to process long-term videos (> 1 minute) and mean-

while maintain temporal coherence. More video results are

shown in the supplementary materials.

4.3. Quantitative Results

4.3.1 User Study

While there exists no ground truth for the style transfer task,

we compare our result with existing video style transfer

methods to verify the effectiveness of our method by user

study. We select three different works mentioned in the lit-

erature work: (i) single video style transfer (ii) multi-style

transfer + temporal loss (iii) post-processing video stability.

Compared with (i), we extend single style transfer to multi-

style transfer in a novel way. Results of [37] shows that

simple combination of the multi-style transfer and temporal

loss is not practical. Moreover, post-processing video sta-

bility method strongly relies on the input stylized video. If

the input video has severe flicker problems, the post-process

does not work well.

Since the qualitative assessment is subjective, we con-

duct a user study to evaluate the aforementioned four meth-

ods. We use 5 content videos and 20 style images, and gen-

erate 100 results based on each content/style pair for each

method. We randomly select results stylized by 12 style im-

ages for each subject to evaluate. We display stylized video

results by four compared methods side-by-side on a web-

page in random order. Each subject is asked to select the

best one that is more faithful to the style and looks less flick-

ering. We finally collect the feedback from 372 subjects of

total 4464 votes and show the percentage of the votes each

method received in Table 2 (second column). The study

shows that our method receives the most votes for better

and more stable stylized results.

4.3.2 Warping Error

We compare the warping error of different methods to vali-

date the effectiveness of the proposed method. The warping

error refers to the difference between a warped next frame
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Table 2. Quantitative comparisons of different methods.

Method Preference Warping error(S) Warping Error(C)

[2] 22% 0.0485 0.0486

[37] + flow 19% 0.0567 0.0564

[19] 10% 0.0302 0.0303

Ours 49% 0.0370 0.0369
Table 3. S represents FlowNetS and C represents FlowNetC.

Figure 4. Combination of different style: we combine three dif-

ferent stylization effect into content image. Specifically, the com-

bination weight of the three stylization effects is 0.3, 0.3 and 0.4

respectively.

and the true next frame. The value of warping error is a rea-

sonable metric to evaluate the smoothness of video. In this

experiment, we do not have the ground truth of optical flow

between two consecutive frames, and we instead choose to

the output of FlowNetS [9] as the ground truth of optical

flow. Our proposed method use FlowNetS [9] in the train-

ing stage, hence we also utilize FlowNetC [9] to make a fair

comparison. The results are shown in the third column of

Table 2

From Table 2, our approach can achieve less warping er-

ror than [2] and [37]. This shows our method can achieve

better video stability. In addition, we find that the results

of [19] introduce more content information and erase styl-

ization effect to maintain the temporal smoothness. Fur-

thermore, the work of [19] cannot fix the flicker problem in

local areas.

4.3.3 Run-time

While most single-style video stylization methods are also

employing efficient feed-forward networks, here we mainly

Table 4. Run-time analysis under different input frame size.

Input Size GPU(ms) CPU(s)

128× 256 7 0.16

256× 384 19 0.43

512× 784 84 1.54

784× 960 153 2.55

report the run-time of our proposed multi-style approach.

Table 4 shows the run-time speed of our model under dif-

ferent input frame size. Our model can reach the real-time

efficiency when the input size is less than 512×784 on GPU

device. For the image resolution smaller than 128×256, our

method can process about 6 frames per second on CPU. In

the practical usage, our method can be applied in mobile

devices by some existing model acceleration techniques.

4.4. Discussions

In this section, we carefully investigate some main fac-

tors in our proposed approach to provide a comprehensive

understanding about its effectiveness and robustness.

4.4.1 Loss Weight

Content loss weight, style loss weight, temporal loss weight

total variation loss weight collectively control the stylized

effect and temporal stability of the optimized model. Gen-

erally speaking, total variation loss impacts on the spatial

smoothness and we do not analyze the total variation loss

weight deeply here. A temporally unstable video may have

low warping error but poor stylized effect and in contrast

the well-stylized video might be extremely blurred . There-

fore, we need to strike a balance between temporal loss and

perceptual loss to obtain satisfactory model parameters.

To probe into relationship between temporal loss and

the perceptual loss(including style and content loss)we op-

timize models with the temporal loss weight ranging from

1 to 1000 and the style loss weight range from 104 to 106.

Fro simplicity, we evaluate the warp error, content distance

and style distance on the videos generated from all combi-

nations of 5 kinds style and 5 kinds content, altogether 25

videos. The detailed results are seen in Table 5.

4.4.2 Dataset

In our experiemnts, we used two dataset to evaluate the

temporal stability of our proposed method. In the dataset

Videvo [1], about 25000 frames are used as the training

dataset and 20 videos are used as the validation dataset. Pre-

vious work once utilize Sintel [4] Dataset to optimize their

video style transfer network, however, in our experiments,

we find that Sintel [4] is not a appropriate dataset to measure

the video stability of a video style transfer work.
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Table 5. Loss Weight Analysis. From the above table, the tem-

poral loss weight 1000 easily leads the sudden increase of style

loss. Overlarge temporal loss weight does harm to the stylized ef-

fect. In addition, Too small style loss weight(e.g.104) impedes on

the performance of style transfer and the large gap between styl-

ized output and style image validate this. Hence the bold rows are

suitable combinations of different loss weight for our approacehs.

λt λc λs Warping Error(S) Content Loss Style Loss

1 1 104 0.07950 5.850 0.000813

10 1 104 0.04087 5.9214 0.000879

100 1 104 0.0452 6.4453 0.000861

1000 1 104 0.0160 5.0387 0.000926

1 1 105 0.0785 8.0497 0.000686

10 1 105 0.0700 7.8189 0.000667

100 1 105 0.0615 8.1802 0.000696

1000 1 105 0.0483 8.8932 0.000857

1 1 106 0.0751 8.7171 0.000665

10 1 106 0.0690 8.6402 0.000673

100 1 106 0.0591 8.6224 0.000690

1000 1 106 0.0534 11.2800 0.001145

Content Videvo Sintel
Figure 5. Results of model optimized on different video dataset.

The images in the second column are the results processed by

model optimized on Videvo [1] dataset and that in the third col-

umn are stylized output of model trained on Sintel [4] dataset.

From Figure 5, we observe that the model trained on

Sintel [4] dataset can not transfer well to Videvo [1] dataset,

however the output of the model optimized on Videvo [1]

dataset still keeps the temporal smoothness. Images in Sin-

tel [4] dataset is created artificially in which it has massive

local area similarity(even sameness), nevertheless the im-

ages in Videvo [1] dataset is more realistic which leads to a

better generality of model train on Videvo [1] dataset.

4.4.3 Style Selection

The model trained on the different style images set behave

different in the same style. We provide the results with the

same style in Figure 6. The model is trained with the same

settings except the number of style dataset. With the size

of style set increasing, the generated images become lack

of texture information especially at the background. We as-

sume that to trade-off the style loss and temporal loss, the

optimized model degrades the stylized effect of the back-

ground. But the generated output does not affect the visual

experience from human eye if we do not take a close-up

shot.

4.4.4 Location of ConvLSTM

We conduct an ablation study to explain the reason of loca-

tion and number of ConvLSTM in our model. ConvLSTM

module is inserted at the top of five residual block, middle of

five residual block and bottom residual block. More specifi-

cally, top means that we put the ConvLSTM module before

the last third MIN-Block, middle means that the ConvL-

STM module is inserted after the second residual block, and

bottom means the ConvLSTM module locates at the next

layer of three MIN-Block. Our method is that two ConvL-

STM modules are placed at the top and bottom location

respectively.

Figure 7 shows the style transfer result of different re-

current networks. For the result of top, there exists the ex-

tremely bright part in local area. Because top has a sig-

nificant effect on the result image, to minimize the over-

all loss, it tends to capture the simple image patch between

current frame and next frame, e.g.bright white sleeve. For

the results of middle and bottom, they look like dim in the

whole. Recurrent module at these two locations receives

the not-fully stylized feature, and to enforce the smooth-

ness of output, the recurrent module removes stylization

effect. Therefore, the output is prone to display the grey

effect. Our proposed method displays visually pleasing ef-

fect compared with the other three method in Figure 7. In

our method, recurrent module at the bottom location has

less burden from temporal loss and can capture the over-

all spatiotemporal relation. Another recurrent module at the

top location can tune the stylization feature space slightly to

display more delicate result.

4.4.5 Backbone Selection

We make comparison experiments in this section to ver-

ify effectiveness of our used network architecture. Differ-

ent from the classical network architecture used in [17],

Zhang et al. [37] proposed another structure to transfer

multi-style result. In this part, we will discuss why we do

not adopt the network architecture in [37]. First, a simple

extension of [37] is to apply the temporal loss to enforce

the coherence of output. But the result of this method has

been shown in the column 2 of Figure 3 and the row 2 of

Table 2, which clearly shows that the generated result is not

visual pleasing and temporally coherent. Second, we also
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Content frame 21 styles 50 styles 80 styles 120 styles
Figure 6. Results of model optimized on different style set.

Two consecutive frames Top Middle Bottom Ours
Figure 7. Results of network with different locations of ConvLSTM.

Figure 8. Results of simply embedding ConvLSTM modules into

the architecture proposed in the work of [37].

embed ConvLSTM modules into the network architecture

of [37] but Figure 8 shows that the model still cannot trans-

fer stylization effect well. One reason is that the shallow

style extraction module in [37] cannot separate the texture,

color in different stages well.

4.4.6 Limitations

Our approach can process thousands of frames and achieve

up to 120 stylized effects but the number of stylized ef-

fects is limited. And adding one more stylized effect still

requires computation resource and time. In addition, pre-

vious work [19] can obtain video arbitrary style transfer.

However we need to point out that this approach strongly

depends upon the pre-processing result which means that

this method can not ensure the stability of extremely flick-

ering videos after processing. Otherwise, the memory and

speed of current arbitrary image style transfer limit its real-

time capability. And from our supplementary materials, the

method in [19] partly removes the stylized effect of input

videos.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel framework for real-
time video multi-style transfer. This method is designed to
train a feed-forward convolutional network to generate the
smoothed stylized video frames. Furthermore, the network
is capable of achieving real-time performance without re-
lying on optical flow during evaluation. Extensive experi-
mental results quantitatively and qualitatively demonstrate
the efficiency and effectiveness of our method.
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